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BRAND STATEMENT

Brand Statement
Perfect solutions for consistent
quality and value
For those times when cost is your most important
consideration, we have you covered. Harvest Value®
presents your recipe essentials, those items you cannot
create without, in a more appealing light – at a fraction of
the cost of other brands, allowing you to save money, yet
create the dishes that your customers will crave.

Brand Statement defines the products and benefits of the brand. It’s generally
used on websites, sell sheets, guides and any promotional pieces that
showcase several items of that brand.
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BRAND MARK

Brand Mark

Bold and simple in design, the Harvest Value® logo centers on a clean, utilitarian look —
highlighting honesty and value. “Harvest” is set in solid text and “Value” in outline, which
keeps the focus on food but still communicates the brand’s message of value.
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Protected Space &
Minimum Size
To keep the integrity of the brand consistent across all
applications, it is important to abide by the rules laid out
in these guidelines, starting with the protected space
and minimum size. The Harvest Value® logo should
appear no smaller than 1 inch in width in any application.
Smaller usage could result in the elements of the logo
filling in. The clear space around the logo must always be
at least half the diameter of the logo.
For brand-related marketing collateral, the brand should
appear on the left. For product-specific Harvest Value
items, the brand should appear on the right or where
space is available.
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INCORRECT USE OF THE BRAND MARK

Incorrect Use
of the Brand Mark

Do not change the color.

Do not add a drop shadow.

Do not rotate the logo.

Do not skew.

Do not scale
disproportionately.

Do not remove or change
the graphics elements.

Do not place on top of busy
photography or background
color.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Primary Color Palette
Green was chosen to illustrate the harvest (i.e., a farmer’s
field), as well as to suggest food (vs the brown color
which was chosen for non-food items within this line).

PANTONE 348 C
C:
M:
Y:
K:

82
0
92
0

R:
G:
B:

0
132
61

HTML: #00843D
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
The primary typeface used for Harvest Value® is Gotham
Bold. It was chosen for its clean lines and readability.
Typeset headers in uppercase using this typeface.
The secondary typeface for Harvest Value is Gotham
Medium. Use where the design permits.
NOTE: Headers for body copy should be typeset using
Aktiv Grotesk Medium, and the body copy should be
typeset using Chronicle Roman.

Gotham Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Gotham Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Delicious food photography is a very important part of
every brand when designing collateral and print.
Photographed food on a white background with minimal
propping presents Harvest Value® products in their
purest form. Bring the photography to life by shooting
from above and arranging it in a fun and playful manner.
Harvest Value photography is about simple,
beautiful details.
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Food should be photographed with bright, airy lighting
and retouched to eliminate shadows and distracting
imperfections.

PHOTOGRAPHY

When selecting imagery or planning a shoot, opt for
high-quality photography with simple propping and
ultimate appetite appeal. Create a playful pattern that
relates or accentuates the product being sold.

Images are illustrative of visual styling and are not indicative of product categories.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Omni-Channel
Applications
US Foods® marketing campaigns always include digital
extensions that involve websites, apps, social media
and more.
The tone exactly mimics the US Foods program it's a part
of (Scoop™, Food Fanatics®). In fact, it is recommended
that we lift much of the copy from the printed materials
and use it as a base to create the digital works.
For experiential marketing application, there should be no
limits to the creativity to delight and engage customers.
That includes the US Foods voice. The copy must be
bright and fun to encourage the reader to participate.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Soybean
Salad oil

SLICED
PEPPERONI

Harvest Value® offers you recipe essentials at a fraction of the cost of other brands, allowing you to save money while
creating dishes that your customers will crave. For those times when cost is your most important consideration, we
have you (and your pizzas) covered.
Apparently, 27% of pizza menus don’t offer pepperoni.* If your operation is one of them, this is a delicious and
economical option, which will allow you to capture a lot of additional pizza lovers. Pepperoni is also one of the top
menued sandwich proteins**. Here’s a great tasting pepperoni that’s ready to “deal out” on a pizza or sandwich, saving
you time (and cost) without skimping on flavor.
Product Inspiration

Benefits

Our sliced pepperoni is made with pork, chicken and beef
with the perfect amount of spice. You get perfect pizza
coverage with 15 slices per ounce, and the good particle
definition on fat delivers the look and bite that quality
pepperoni requires. It’s a time and labor saver that’ll help
your margin and please all your pepperoni fans.

• Lower-cost option
• 15 slices per ounce for good pizza coverage
• Good particle definition of fat

cobblers

Product Inspiration

Features & Benefits

Product Inspiration

Features & Benefits

When cost is your most important consideration,
Harvest Value® has you covered. We provide you with a
dependable cooking oil that creates great tasting food.

• Made from refined, bleached and deodorized
soybean oil
• Clear and brilliant
• Can be stored at room temperature
• Minimal additives for preservation

Harvest Value® brings traditional dessert back to
the forefront, and we do it at a price that will put a smile
on your face as it does your most loyal cobbler customers.
Our cobblers feature fruit picked at the peak of ripeness,
for which we then add unique spices for a burst of
delectable flavor.

• All cobblers are unbaked and topped with pastry
• Available in value 96 oz with a slightly
higher ratio of slurry
• We offer an assortment of flavors, including apple,
peach, cherry and blackberry*
• Oven-ready in foil tin; just bake, pull from oven,
cool and serve

Uses

• Pizza
• Sandwiches
• Pasta
• Salads

Product Attributes

• Made with pork, chicken and beef

A-Code

Product Description

Pack Size

A-Code

Product Description

Pack Size

Food Fact

Don’t go looking for genuine Italian pepperoni –
pepperoni is an American variety of salami.

A-Code

Product Description

8801714

Sliced Pepperoni

For more information about Harvest Value®
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact
your local US Foods representative. 09-2014

Pack Size

*Check with your US Foods Sales Representative for the assortment available in your area.

2/12.5 lb.

For more information about Harvest Value®
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact
your local US Foods representative. 07-2014

*73% of pizza menus offer pepperoni – Datassentials
**Datassentials

© 2014 US Foods

For more information about Harvest Value®
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact
your local US Foods representative. 07-2014

© 2014 US Foods

© 2014 US Foods

Sell Sheets

Kitchen Tune-Up Spread
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PACKAGING

Packaging
All design standards also apply to the packaging of every
product. Design cues such as color, fonts, etc., must be
incorporated to maintain a cohesive look. Please refer to
packaging guidelines for complete information regarding
packaging design.
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